
How does it work? 
Our unique data entry suite uses standard NetSuite technology to provide users with
the most efficient data entry experience. The suite offers keyboard shortcuts to
improve processing times while also giving a unique UX experience. This suite then
populates the standard NetSuite transactions without user intervention

 
NetSuite Data Entry made easy

Benefits:
Processing large estimates or sales orders can be time consuming and prone to errors.
CX One offers a fast data entry facility which proves users with an efficient data entry
screen. Users can quickly add and amend hundreds of lines in the most efficient way.

CX One makes transaction processing quick and easy

Improve Sales Order Processing times with our CX One bundle. Reduce
errors and save time and money. 

Improve employee efficiency and reduce
administration costs  with CX One 



About CloudZone One
CloudZone One has over 30 years experience in
delivering NetSuite solutions.  We have teams in
New Zealand and Australia helping businesses
become more successful with NetSuite
applications.  We deliver complex solutions fast
and we support our customers both online and in-
person when needed. We have a comprehensive
online learning solution so you save on training
costs.

Quick Order Entry – Enables quick
creation of Estimate and Orders with
hundreds of lines through enhanced UI
and navigation of Item Lines using arrow
keys
Quick Order Update– Amend transactions
quickly using arrow keys
Asynchronous Quick Order Entry –
Enables quick creation of multiple sales
orders in one page. You can view the
created transaction later via the
removable labels
Consolidated item information on
enhanced item drop down menu
Full support for NetSuite Sales Orders
and Estimate
And so much more

Features: 
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Faster processing times
Fewer data entry errors
Support for keyboard only processing
Manage large transactions more
efficiently
Faster data entry = fewer mistakes and
more efficient use of employee time
Reduce administration costs

Benefits Over Standard Processing: 


